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JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS VOLUME 87, NUMBER 9 1 MAY 2000
Semiconductors, Tunneling,
and Micromagnetics

Gang Xiao and
Philip L. Trouilloud, Chairmen

Very large magnetoresistance in electrodeposited single-crystal Bi
thin films „invited …

C. L. Chien,a) F. Y. Yang, Kai Liu, and D. H. Reich
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

P. C. Searson
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Maryland 21218

Single-crystal bismuth thin films, fabricated by electrodeposition and suitable annealing, exhibit
very large magnetoresistance of 400 000% at 5 K and 300% at 300 K, as well as pronounced
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations. A hybrid structure demonstrates the potential for field sensing with
sensitivities of 35%/Oe at 5 K and 0.2%/Oe at 300 K. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!25508-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetoresistance~MR! effects in metals have receive
a great deal of attention in recent years because of thei
tricate physics and important applications. The first MR
fect of importance is the anisotropic MR~AMR! effect in
ferromagnetic metals and alloys.1 The angular dependence o
AMR is typically cos2 u, whereu is the angle between th
currentj and the magnetizationM of the ferromagnetic~FM!
material. Both positive and negative AMR can be observ
whenH is applied parallel and perpendicular to the curre
Even though the magnitude is relatively small~2%!, the
AMR effect in permalloy has already been extensively us
in MR read heads and sensors for low magnetic fields.
discovery in 1988 of giant MR~GMR! in antiferromagneti-
cally coupled magnetic multilayers~e.g., Co/Cu!,2,3 and sub-
sequently in other geometries such as granular systems~e.g.,
Co particles in a Cu matrix!,4,5 has attracted worldwide at
tention. The term GMR now refers to MR effects due
spin-dependent scattering, which can be ‘‘giant’’~as much as
150% in ideal cases!6 or small~of order 10% in most cases!.
In the multilayer geometry, GMR varies as cosu, whereu is
the angle between the magnetizations of the two FM laye7

The original GMR effect in magnetic multilayers requir
the application of a large magnetic field, and is thus tech
logically unattractive. Field sensors using the GMR effe
became a reality with the development of spin-valve GM
structures with the structure AF/FM/Cu/FM, in which th
bottom~pinned! FM layer is exchange biased by the antife
romagnetic layer.7 Because the Cu layer is relatively thic
there is no appreciable coupling between the two FM lay
and so the top~free! FM can be rotated by a small magnet
field. Field sensing by the GMR effect is accomplished
the relative orientations of the two FM layers.

a!Electronic mail: CLC@pha.jhu.edu
4650021-8979/2000/87(9)/4659/6/$17.00
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In 1993, a large MR effect in manganites~e.g., La–Ca–
Mn–O! was rediscovered and christened the colossal
~CMR! effect, because the effect can indeed be very la
~e.g., 105%!.8,9 The large MR effect in the CMR materials i
realized in the vicinity of a metal-insulator transition. B
cause both the CMR and the GMR effects are magnetic
origin, they exhibit negative MR in all measuring geometri
with magnetic hysteresis and a complex field dependen
unsuitable for wide-range field sensing.

The simplest of all MR effects is the ordinary MR
~OMR!, which exists in all metals and alloys due to curvin
of the charge carriers’ trajectories in a magnetic field. OM
has a quadratic field dependence and is usually quite sma
common metals such as Cu and Au. However, with a fav
able combination of electronic properties, as realized
semimetallic bismuth~Bi!, the OMR effect can in fact be
very large, much larger even than the largest GMR eff
ever reported.10,11 The most important quantity for OMR is
vct, wherevc5eH/m* c is the cyclotron frequency,t is the
carrier scattering time, andm* is the effective carrier mass
The carrier scattering timet is related to the carrier mea
free pathl 5nFt and the conductivitys5ne2t/m* , where
nF is the Fermi velocity andn is the carrier concentration. I
is straightforward to show thatvct5Hs/nec. Physically,
vct is the turn angle in radians within the scattering timet
during the spiraling motion of the carriers in a magne
field. To have a substantial MR,vct should be at least o
order 1. It is useful to compare the differences between
electronic properties of Cu and Bi. Because of its semim
tallic nature, there are both holes and electrons in Bi, and
mobility of the electrons is much larger than that of t
holes. With a low carrier concentration ofn5331023/m3,
the values ofn and the Hall constantRH51/nec for Bi are,
respectively, five orders of magnitude smaller and larger t
those of Cu.12 The effective carrier massm* and the con-
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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4660 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 87, No. 9, 1 May 2000 Chien et al.
ductivity s of Bi are about two orders of magnitude small
than that of Cu at room temperature. Simple calculatio
using the nearly free electron model~which is a reasonable
one for Cu but a poor approximation for Bi! show thatvct
for Cu is 531023H for Cu and 1.5H for Bi, and thus, for a
given field valueH, one expects that the MR effect in Bi wi
be much larger than that in Cu. Indeed, for laboratory m
netic fields on the order of a fewT, the MR is negligible in
Cu(vct!1) but very large in Bi(vct@1).

The earlier simple analyses show that very large M
effects can be observed in Bi sampleswith a very long mean
free pathl. This has been realized in bulk Bi single crysta
with l in excess of 100mm that show MR as much as 106

times at low temperatures.11 Due to its unusual electroni
properties~e.g., very long Fermi wavelength of 400 Å!13 and
a long l, Bi is also a unique medium for exploring quantu
and ballistic transport properties.14–16 For such studies a
well as for capturing the large MR effect for technologic
purposes, Bi in thin film form is required. Unfortunatel
high quality Bi thin films are notoriously difficult to produce
Thin films of Bi fabricated by traditional deposition tech
niques ~evaporation, sputtering, and pulsed laser ablati!
are usually polycrystalline with small grains~e.g., 10
nm!.17,18 These small grains are common for polycrystalli
metal films but unacceptable for achieving a large MR in
because the small grains result in a smalll, and hence, a
miniscule MR effect. Recently, high quality Bi thin film
have been produced by molecular beam epitaxy on B2

substrates, a well controlled but slow and costly venture.16,19

In the last year, we have reported a new method using e
trodeposition to fabricate high quality Bi thin films, whic
exhibit an enormous MR effect.20,21

Bi has a low melting point of 271.4 °C and a rhomboh
dral structure, which is slightly distorted from a cubic stru
ture. Its structure is often described as a hexagonal syste
shown in Fig. 1~a!, in which the ~001!, the ~110!, and the
~012! planes, which are of significance as described later,
also shown. The Fermi surface, consisting of both hole
electron pockets, is highly anisotropic. The cigar-shaped h
pocket is along the@001# axis, or the trigonal axis. There ar

FIG. 1. ~a! Crystal structure of Bi indexed in a hexagonal system show
the ~003!, ~012!, and the~110! planes and the trigonal@001#, binary @100#
and the bisectrix@120# axes, and~b! schematic of the Fermi surface of B
showing the hole pocket along the trigonal axis and three electron poc
above the bisectrix axes.
Downloaded 28 Dec 2000  to 164.67.164.248.  Redistribution subject t
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three equivalent cigar-shaped electron pockets located s
metrically about the trigonal axis that lie essentially in thec
plane, with a slight tilt of about 6°. The centers of the ele
tron pockets are situated directly above the bisectrix a
The binary axis is perpendicular to the trigonal and bisec
axes. The magnetotransport properties of Bi are there
highly anisotropic, depending sensitively on the orientat
of the external magnetic field with respect to the crystal ax

Recently, during the course of our exploration of t
fabrication of Bi nanowire arrays into nanoporou
templates,22,23 in which electrodeposition is the only viabl
method, we have found electrodeposition to be a supe
deposition method for fabricating high quality Bi thi
films.20,21 After further processing, these electrodeposit
films become single-crystals Bi thin films, in which we ha
observed enormous MR effects of as much as 400 000%
low temperatures and 300% at room temperature, and
nounced Shubnikov–de Haas~S–dH! oscillations.24 To illus-
trate the potential of Bi films for sensing magnetic fields, w
have used a simple hybrid structure, with which a large M
effect of 30% at 200 Oe with a field sensitivity of 0.2%/Oe
room temperature has been achieved. These results show
the electrodeposited Bi thin films are new media for t
study of the unusual transport properties of Bi and for
development of field-sensing devices.

FABRICATION AND STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATION

Bi thin films were fabricated by electrodeposition fro
aqueous solution of Bi~NO3!3•5H2O onto thin Au underlay-
ers ~about 100 Å thick! patterned onto Si substrates as r
ported elsewhere.22,21 The as-deposited Bi films, 1–20mm
thick, are polycrystalline but with very large grains, who
sizes are comparable to the film thickness. This fact alon
a marked improvement over traditional thin film fabricatio
methods. Additional advantages of electrodeposition are
high deposition rate of about 0.2mm/min, which is one to
two orders of magnitude higher than those of other dep
tion methods, and the ability to coat surfaces of irregu
shapes. Upon annealing the Bi films in Ar, the polycryst
line samples go through rapid grain growth and eventua
transform into single crystals near 268 °C.20,21

In most, but not all cases, the final Bi thin films a
trigonal-axis@001# oriented. As an example, Fig. 2 shows th
u/2u x-ray patterns of representative samples cut from o
electrodeposited specimen, 5mm thick, after annealing a
various temperaturesTA . The as-prepared film@Fig. 2~a!# is
polycrystalline with large grains. Upon annealing atTA

.150 °C, there are noticeable changes in the intensitie
the x-ray pattern due to grain growth. The most importa
development is the rapid growth of the~003! peak. At TA

5268 °C, as shown in Fig. 2~d! only the ~003!, ~006!, and
~009! peaks are observed, i.e., the sample is a trigonal-
@001# oriented film. X-ray pole-figure measurements~with a
sampling area of about 4 mm2! were used to measure th
off-axis peaks in order to determine the in-plane coheren
Pole-figure measurements of the off-axis~012!@shown in Fig.
3~c!#, ~116!, and~202! peaks, taken at tilt angles 57.5°, 41
and 69° respectively, show the expected threefold, sixfo

ts
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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4661J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 87, No. 9, 1 May 2000 Chien et al.
and threefold symmetries, and more importantly, with
sameorientations at various locations of the film. These
sults demonstrate that the electrodeposited Bi film after
nealing at 268 °C has unique in-plane and out-of-plane c
tal orientations, as that of a single-crystal film. We ha
investigated the roles of the Au underlayer and Si substr
and concluded that they are unlikely sources for epitaxy.

FIG. 2. u/2u x-ray diffraction patterns of~a! as-prepared 5-mm-thick Bi film
and those annealed at temperaturesTA of ~b! 200, ~c! 264, and~d! 268 °C.

FIG. 3. u/2u x-ray diffraction patterns of~a! the @001# and ~b! the @110#
oriented Bi films, and the pole-figure measurements of~c! the @001# film at
tilt angle 57.5° and~d! the @110# film at tilt angle 42°.
Downloaded 28 Dec 2000  to 164.67.164.248.  Redistribution subject t
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While many trigonal-axis@001# oriented films have been
made, we have also obtained@110# @Fig. 3~b!# and @012#
oriented~not shown! Bi films by varying the deposition con
ditions. The pole-figure measurement of~012! peak shown in
Fig. 3~d! illustrates that the@110# film is also a single crystal.
The relevant~001!, ~110!, and the~012! planes are shown in
Fig. 1~a!. It appears that the final crystal orientation depen
on the details of the electrodeposition conditions, and furt
investigations are underway. We have observed at least t
different orientations of@001#, @110#, and the@014#. In the
following only the MR results of the trigonal@001# films are
described.

MR

The growth and the reorientation of the@001# grains
upon annealing dramatically increase the magnitude of
MR effect as shown Fig. 4 for a series of 5-mm-thick Bi
films, cut from one as-deposited specimen. Here the MR
fect is described as the MR ratio@r(H)/r(0)#, wherer is
the resistivity. Later on, the MR effect will also be displaye
in percent $@r(H)2r(0)#/r(0)3100%%. For example, a
MR ratio of 300 is approximately a MR effect of 30 000%

FIG. 4. MR results in the~a! perpendicular~P!, ~b! transverse~T!, and~c!
longitudinal~L! geometry of 5-mm-thick Bi films annealed at different tem
peratures.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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4662 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 87, No. 9, 1 May 2000 Chien et al.
The MR has been measured in the perpendicular~P!, trans-
verse~T!, and longitudinal~L! geometries, where the mag
netic fieldH is applied perpendicular to the film plane in th
P geometry, in-plane and perpendicular to current in theT
geometry, and in-plane and parallel to current in theL ge-
ometry. It is clear in Fig. 4 that annealing at higherTA dra-
matically increases the MR effect in all geometries, un
TA5268 °C, above which little difference has been o
served.

The MR characteristics in theP, T, andL geometries for
the 20mm polycrystalline and single-crystal films at 5 an
300 K are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the single-crys
trigonal @001# films, we have used x-ray diffraction to dete
mine the crystal axes of the film so that in theP, T, andL
geometries, the magnetic field has been applied along
trigonal, the binary, and the bisectrix axes of Bi, resp
tively. First of all, one notes the very large MR in the sing
crystal film, with a MR ratio of nearly 4000, or 400 000%,
the P geometry. At 300 K, the magnitude is drastically r
duced to only about 250%.

In both the polycrystalline and the single-crystal film
the transverse MR is always larger than the longitudinal M
This is simply due to the orientation of the cyclotron orb
with respect to the film geometry. In theL geometry, MR
would be zero if the motion of all the carriers is exac
parallel to H. Within the T and theL geometry, we have
found the angular dependence of MR of (12cosu) for H in
the film plane, whereu is the angle betweenH and the cur-
rent. In Bi thin films, there is also a significant differen
between the perpendicular MR and the transverse MR
shown in Fig. 5, where the perpendicular MR is the larges
all. This difference, due to the thickness of the films, b
comes negligible for very thick films.

TEMPERATURE AND THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF
RESISTIVITY

The temperature dependence of the resistivity at z
field r~0! and at 5 Tr~5 T! of the polycrystalline and the
single-crystal Bi films of 1–20mm thick are shown in Fig. 6
In the case of the polycrystalline films, bothr~0! andr~5 T!,

FIG. 5. MR results of a 20-mm-thick polycrystalline Bi film at~a! 5 and~b!
300 K, and a 20-mm-thick single-crystal Bi film at~c! 5 and~d! 300 K in the
perpendicular~P!, transverse~T!, and longitudinal~L! geometry.
Downloaded 28 Dec 2000  to 164.67.164.248.  Redistribution subject t
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and hence, the MR ratior~5 T!/r~0!, have a relatively weak
temperature dependence. In the single-crystal films at
temperatures,r~0! is much lower andr~5 T! is much higher,
hence, the MR ratior~5 T!/r~0! is much larger than those o
the polycrystalline counterparts. All of these quantities
the single-crystal films have a relatively stronger temperat
dependence due to that of the carrier mean free path. H
ever, at room temperature, the values ofr~0!, r~5 T!, and
hence,r~5 T!/r~0!, for the polycrystalline and the single
crystal Bi thin films are similar in values. Thus, as far as t
MR effect at room temperature is concerned, as would
relevant for technological applications, the as-prepared p
crystalline samples with large grains would suffice.

The effective carrier mean free pathl eff of the single-
crystal films has been determined for Bi thin films 1–20mm
thick.21 In each case,l eff is comparable to, and usuall
slightly less than, the film thickness. This indicates that
trinsic carrier mean free pathl in the Bi films is longer than
this, and the measuredl eff is limited by the film thickness. It
should be noted that carrier mean free paths of the orde
10 nm are common in most metal films. It is rare that carr
mean free paths of tens of microns, as obtained in the
films, are realized. This suggests that one can exploit
enormous carrier mean free path in Bi and use Bi thin fil
as electrical interconnects between other entities, thro
which the characteristics of the carriers can be preserve

Also due to the thickness-limitedl eff both r~0! and r~5
T!, and therefore the MR ratio of@r(5 T!2r(0)#/r(0) de-
pend on the film thicknesst. Using the results from the
single-crystal@001# films at 5 K in the thickness range o
1–20 mm, we find thatr(0)'823t20.43mV cm, r(5 T)
'200003t0.5mV cm, and MR ratio5r(5 T)/r(0)'240
3t0.93, where t is in microns. Extrapolating from such
dependence, a film of 400 Å thick would still give a M
effect of 1200%, and a 55-mm-thick film would give a MR
ratio of 104, or a 106% MR effect at low temperatures.

S–dH OSCILLATIONS

In Fig. 5, one notes the field dependence of the MR
the single-crystal Bi films is not smooth but contains osc

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of resistivityr at H50 and at 5 T of~a!
polycrystalline Bi films 1 and 10mm thick, and~b! single-crystal films 1–20
mm thick. In ~b!, the curves at low temperature are in decreasing@r~0!# and
increasing@r~5 T!# order for thickness 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20mm.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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4663J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 87, No. 9, 1 May 2000 Chien et al.
lations. These are the S–dH oscillations, historically first d
covered in bulk Bi single crystals.25 The S–dH oscillations
are due to the Landau quantization of the cyclotron orbits
the carriers.26 With increasing magnetic field, the occupan
of each Landau level and the separation between adja
Landau levels (\vc) become larger. As a result, the Land
levels below the Fermi level are sequentially driven acr
the Fermi level, with an accompanying changes in the d
sity of states. The S–dH oscillations are periodic in 1/H with
a period of D(1/H)52pe/\Ac, inversely proportional to
the extremal cross-sectional areaA of the Fermi surface in
the plane normal toH. Because the Fermi surfaces of Bi fo
both holes and electrons are highly anisotropic, as show
Fig. 1~b! the S–dH oscillations display distinct periods wh
H is applied along various crystal axes. Thus, the meas
ment of the S–dH oscillations is another stringent test of
quality of the Bi films.

The results of the S–dH oscillations in theP, T, L ge-
ometries withH along the trigonal, the bisectrix and th
binary axes, measured at 0.06, 0.06, and 0.25 K respectiv
are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of 1/H. These measuremen
were made at low temperatures, because the amplitude o
S–dH oscillations increases with decreasing temperature
til the Dingle temperatureTD5\/kBt.26 It turns out that for
the Bi films,TD is about 0.4 K. Hence, at 0.25 K and below
there is no appreciable temperature dependence in the S
oscillations. To display more clearly the S–dH results,
have subtracted the MR values at 4 K, which contain lit

FIG. 7. S–dH oscillation vs 1/H in ~a! perpendicular and~b! transverse
geometry at 0.06 K, and~c! longitudinal geometry at 0.25 K with ordern
indicated. In~b! the numbers with underlines and parenthesis are from e
tron bandse1 ande2, and the numbers from 1 to 6 are from the hole ba
h. The extremal cross sections of the Fermi surface perpendicular toH are
shown in~d! perpendicular,~e! transverse, and~f! longitudinal geometries.
Downloaded 28 Dec 2000  to 164.67.164.248.  Redistribution subject t
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S–dH oscillations, from the measured MR at low tempe
tures. Also shown in Fig. 7 are the extremal cross section
the Fermi surfaces in the three geometries studied. Elec
bands with different extremal cross-sectional areas have b
labeled with e1 and e2. In the P geometry, the cross
sectional areas of the hole and the electron pockets turn
to be nearly the same. Thus, the S–dH oscillations with
fectively a single period up to 13th order have been o
served. In theT geometry, three oscillation periods corr
sponding to one hole pocket and two electron pockets h
been observed. In theL geometry, in part because of th
much smaller MR, only the period of the hole pocket can
clearly observed up to sixth order. The observed period
all three geometries are in good agreement with those
tained in bulk Bi single crystals.27 The S–dH oscillation re-
sults further attest to the high quality of the single-crystal
films.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

As shown in Fig. 5, the very large MR effect in Bi thi
films is nonhysteretic because Bi is nonmagnetic. It ha
quasilinear field dependence similar to the Hall effect, a
the MR does not saturate, which is also different from bo
GMR and CMR. These characteristics are favorable for
plications in wide-range field and current sensing. With su
able hybrid structures, the MR effect in Bi films may also
used to detect small magnetic fields. By taking advantag
the strong response to small magnetic fields of soft magn
materials, a large MR can be realized in a Bi element pla
in the vicinity of ferromagnetic materials. As an example, t
MR effect at 5 and 300 K, measured from a simple hyb
structure of a Bi film placed at the end face of a small
slab, is shown in Fig. 8. A large MR effect of 6000% at 20
Oe with a field sensitivity of 35%/Oe at 5 K and 30% MR at
200 Oe with a sensitivity of 0.2%/Oe at 300 K have be
realized. The very high sensitivity of 35%/Oe, with a lar
dynamic range at low temperatures, can potentially be u
to detect magnetic fields generated by small structures s
as magnetic dots and superconducting rings. The sensit
of 0.2%/Oe at 300 K is similar to that of the AMR effect i

c-

FIG. 8. MR of an as-prepared Bi film placed at the end of a small Fe sla
~a! 5 and~b! 300 K.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcpyrts.html.
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permalloy. With a better design of the hybrid structures a
field concentrators, a much larger MR effect with higher s
sitivities can be expected.

SUMMARY

Using electrodeposition we have fabricated high qua
Bi thin films. With further processing, the Bi films becom
single crystal with long carrier mean free paths. The h
quality of the Bi films is further endorsed by the observati
of very large MR effects and pronounced S–dH oscillatio
The as-deposited Bi thin films can also be used as w
range field and current sensors and for sensing small m
netic fields in hybrid structures. Finally, these Bi thin film
with very long carrier mean free path provide a favora
medium for exploring quantum and ballistic transport uniq
to Bi films as well as for phase-preserving interconnects
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